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Reviewing an exhibition is sometimes like solving a puzzle, and, despite what a guy like this might
say about the value of art, dozens of Sudoku-obsessed subway riders and I think that puzzle solving
might just be an end in itself. In fact, a group show can often turn into a round of aesthetic Clue
where one has to figure out how the disparate suspects come together and just what their underlying
motives might be. From the individual works to the exhibition title to the hints peppered through the
curatorial text, a case can usually be made, but some cases are tougher than others.
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Packed courtyard! Toronto comes
out to bid @MOCCA_TO on
Queen West goodbye
#952byebye http://t.co
/bCurJM2d8V
Jun. 25, 2015
Details

Feature Artist on
#AkimboConnects - Milena
Roglic - In the studio working on oil
paintings http://t.co
/oZH22Xb1AM. #Art
Jun. 25, 2015
Details

My best RTs this week came from:
@401Richmond
@OakvlleGallries #thankSAll
Who were yours? http://t.co
/9jhz22nK1u http://t.co
/Ej4ZS2Wbwc
Jun. 25, 2015
Details

Today is the last day to enter our
@Vine #contest! http://t.co
/QoWi3JhQ7E. Some motivation
from @andrea_was http://t.co
/oO1zqNgnhG #win
Jun. 25, 2015
Details
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Mark Clintberg, Hair (2012-ongoing)

The key to making sense of G Gallery's cryptically titled “I think you’re wonderful and so does
everyone else” is found in the nom de plume of curatorial duo Jon Davies and Kristin Weckworth.
As The Venn Diagram, they complete a trilogy of exhibitions grouped under the title Your Undoing,
united by titles taken from Frank O’Hara’s 1962 poem Lines for the Fortune Cookies, and conclude
with the head as their central motif (previous instalments were focused on feet and guts). As a
model for illustrating a range of possible relations, a Venn diagram is a helpful tool for considering
the various overlapping concerns of the four artists on display because they don’t all work in the
same group or follow the same trajectory, but rub up against one another in a variety of exclusive
ways.
Mark Clintberg’s fading hair models provide a handy starting point as they foreground the
face/head/self, but are on their way to oblivion as they continue to fade in the light. Mungo
Thompson’s flicker-fast video of Time magazine covers turns the faces of history into a stream of
shifting identities that moves too rapidly to assess. Both artists destabilize identity and in doing so
overlap with Kristie MacDonald’s replicas of paper detritus that are indistinguishable from the
originals. Which leaves Nadia Belerique’s installation of copper pipes and metal footprints as the
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final piece of the puzzle. However, I suppose I’d be ruining the fun if I told you how it all added up.

G Gallery: http://ggalleryprojects.ca/
“I think you’re wonderful and so does everyone else” continues until June 13.

Terence Dick is a freelance writer living in Toronto. His art criticism has appeared in Canadian Art,
BorderCrossings, Prefix Photo, Camera Austria, Fuse, Mix, C Magazine, Azure, and The Globe and
Mail. He is the editor of Akimblog. You can follow his quickie reviews and art news announcements
on Twitter @TerenceDick.
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Posted by Vera Frenkel, on 2015-05-19 21:56:38
Glad to learn about the Venn Diagram and its role as a curatorial metaphor; also its smart use in the
review
Posted by Kim, on 2015-05-19 17:28:07
Comment.

